
Name ______________________ Language Arts Homework Due:  02/22/19  

Monday 

Reading: Today I read ____________________________________________for ______ minutes. 

               Parent/Guardian Initials_________ 

Grammar/ Language: 

Rewrite these sentences correctly. 

1. this roller coaster are fun 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. the irish wear green on st patricks day 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Fiction or nonfiction? 

3. Emilio was shrunk to the size of an ant. ________________________________ 

Which word does NOT belong in the group? 

4. sea    lake   baseball   ocean   river 

5. yellow  round   red    blue   green 

 

Spelling: Pick one activity from the spelling menu and complete it below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tuesday 

Reading: Today I read ____________________________________________for ______ minutes. 

               Parent/Guardian Initials_________ 

Grammar/ Language: 

Rewrite these sentences correctly. 

1. sam why wasnt you at the party asked james 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. at what time did the accident happen 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Use context clues to determine the meaning of the bolded word below. 

3. My family resides at 1702 Morning Park Lane. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Statement, command, exclamation, or question? 

4. Oh no _________________________________________________________ 

5. My house is near the school ________________________________________ 

 

Spelling: Pick one activity from the spelling menu and complete it below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Wednesday 

Reading: Today I read ____________________________________________for ______ minutes. 

               Parent/Guardian Initials_________ 

 

Grammar/ Language: 

Rewrite these sentences correctly. 

1. can you add subtract and multiply 

____________________________________________________________ 

2. in class today, we will read the short story a day at camp 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Past, present, or future? 

3. Danny and I will be in fourth grade next year. ___________________________ 

Which word comes last in alphabetical order? 

4. grade  guide  guest  grin  

5. poke  potion policy  possible 

 

Spelling: Pick one activity from the spelling menu and complete it below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thursday 

Reading: Today I read ____________________________________________for ______ minutes. 

               Parent/Guardian Initials_________ 

 

Response: Pick one of the reading response questions. Write a paragraph answering the 

question. Your response must be at least 3 sentences.  

Question # ____________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Grammar/ Language: 

Which word would come between exist and explode in the dictionary? 

1. expire  export  electricity 

Synonyms, antonyms, or homophones? 

2. dark, bright ____________________________________________________ 

3. sight, site _____________________________________________________ 

Rewrite these sentences correctly. 

4. grandpa fixed oatmeal eggs and juice for breakfast 

_____________________________________________________________ 

5. dont forget to take home you’re report card on Thursday 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

Spelling: Study your spelling words. Your test is tomorrow. 


